Project # | Project Name | Project Limits | Proposal
--- | --- | --- | ---
7-17-ST-288 | CLAYBROOK DRAINAGE CRAWFORD CT TO CHURCHILL RD | EXTEND DRAIN SYSTEM ON NORTH SIDE OF CLAYBROOK RD | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-302 | YORKWOOD AREA DRAINAGE YORKWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD | CREEK CHANNELIZATION | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-350 | MABELVALE PIKE SIBLEY HOLE RD TO HELM ST | RECONSTRUCT MABELVALE PIKE | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-357 | CRYSTAL VALLEY RD COBBLESTONE CREEK CT TO REDLEAF CIR | RECONSTRUCT CRYSTAL VALLEY RD | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-293 | EASTWOOD ST VINEWOOD LN TO BRANDON ST | RECONSTRUCT EASTWOOD ST | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-294 | YARBERRY LN DEER MEADOW DR TO SPRINGTREET DR | RECONSTRUCT YARBERRY LN | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-351 | YORKWOOD AREA DRAINAGE YORKWOOD NEIGHBORHOOD | CREEK CHANNELIZATION | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-352 | MABELVALE PIKE SIBLEY HOLE RD TO HELM ST | RECONSTRUCT MABELVALE PIKE | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-356 | ELMWOOD DR VINEMONT LN TO BRANDON ST | RECONSTRUCT ELMWOOD DR | **Drainage**
7-15-DR-275 | JANMAR RD DRAINAGE SOUTHMONT DR TO LAMONT DR INSTALL DRAINAGE SYSTEM ON SHERATON DR TO Bypassing SYSTEM ON JANMAR DR | **Drainage**
7-17-ST-276 | PECAN LAKE DRAINAGE VARIOUS LOCATIONS, PECAN LAKE NEIGHBORHOOD | INSTALL DRAINAGE SYSTEM IN BACK YARDS TO HELP ALLEVATE FLOODING | **Drainage**

Ward 7

**Project Type**
- | **Drainage**
- | **Sidewalk**
- | **Street**
- | **Traffic**
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